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Abstract. The fast-growing traffic of peer-to-peer (P2P) applications, most no-
tably BitTorrent, is putting unprecedented pressure to Internet Service Providers
(ISPs). P2P locality has therefore been widely suggested to mitigate the costly
inter-ISP traffic. In this paper, we find that even in the most popular ASes (Au-
tonomous Systems), very few individual torrents are able to form large enough
local clusters of peers, making state-of-the-art locality mechanisms for individual
torrents quite inefficient.

Inspired by peers’ multiple torrent behavior, we develop a novel framework
that traces and recovers the available contents at peers across multiple torrents,
and thus effectively amplifies the possibilities of local sharing. We address some
key design issues in this framework; in particular, we discuss the detection of peer
migration and further explore the trends of improving peers’ incentive. We develop
a smart detection mechanism with shared trackers, which achieves 45% success
rate without any tracker-level communication overhead. Our trace-based simu-
lation results indicate that our framework can successfully reduce the cross-ISP
traffic and minimize the possible degradation of peers’ downloading experiences.

Keywords: BitTorrent, Traffic locality, Multiple-torrent.

1 Introduction

Peer-to-peer (P2P) communications have gained tremendous popularity in the past
decade. The most successful peer-to-peer file sharing application, BitTorrent (BT), en-
joys phenomenal growth since its deployment in 2001, and now contributes to almost
35% of Internet’s data exchanges [1]. Its exceptional scalability and robustness come
from the enormous computation, storage, and communication resources collectively
available at participating peers. Unfortunately, the ever-increasing traffic among the
peers has also put unprecedented pressure to Internet Service Providers (ISPs). In par-
ticular, even though many BT peers interested in identical contents are located in the
same or nearby Autonomous Systems (ASes), they are unnecessarily connected in the
existing BT systems, thereby persistently increasing the costly cross-AS/ISP traffic.

To alleviate the cross-AS traffic, many solutions have been proposed beyond the
straightforward throttling of P2P flows [2]. Among them, P2P locality [3] has been
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widely suggested, which explores the access localities to reduce the long-haul traffic.
Yet, so far the distribution of BT peers has seldom been examined in the global Internet
[4]. As such, the potential benefit and even the applicability of the locality mechanisms
in the real world remain unclear.

In this paper, we examine the existence and distribution of peer locality through a
large-scale measurement. Our measurement lasts three months, collecting information
from more than 800, 000 peers. The results demonstrate that the BitTorrent peers do
exhibit strong geographical locality that could be explored. Unfortunately, if we focus
only on individual torrents, very few torrents are able to form large enough local cluster
of peers. Even for the most popular ASes, this ratio is less than 5%, which makes state-
of-the-art locality mechanisms for individual torrents quite inefficient.

Recent measurements, on the other hand, suggest that over 85% of the peers indeed
participate in multiple torrents [5], which is also validated by our data. Inspired by this,
we develop a novel framework that traces and recovers the available contents at peers
across multiple torrents, thus effectively promoting the locality. We address the key de-
sign issues in this framework, particularly, the detection of peer migration. We demon-
strate that the detection does not necessarily involve complex and costly tracker-level
cooperations. Instead, a clever use of shared trackers can successfully detect around
45% of the peer migrations without extra communication overhead.

The performance of our locality mechanism across multiple torrents has been evalu-
ated through extensive trace-driven simulations with various detection rates. Compared
to state-of-the-art locality mechanisms for individual torrents, our solution improves
the local content availability, thus significantly reducing cross-AS traffic. In addition, it
brings minimal impact to the peer downloading experiences.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we illustrate the related
works. We then present our measurement results in Section 3, which reveal the chal-
lenges to the design and implementation of P2P locality. In Sections 4 and 5, we explore
the P2P locality across multiple torrents, and present an effective detection mechanism
for peer migration. Finally, after the trace-driven evaluation in Section 6, we conclude
the paper and offer some future directions in Section 7.

2 Related Works

There have been numerous studies on the implementation, analysis, and optimization of
the BitTorrent system [6]. P2P locality has recently attracted particular attention follow-
ing the pioneering work of Karagiannis et al. [3]. Based on real traces and simulated
torrents, they proposed the concept of locality in peer-to-peer systems and evaluated
its benefit. Blond et al. [7] showed through a controlled environment that high local-
ity values (defined by [3]) yield up to two orders of magnitude savings on cross-AS
traffic, without any significant impact to the peers’ download completion time. Xie et
al. [8] further suggested cooperation between peer-to-peer applications and ISPs by a
new locality architecture, namely, P4P, which can reduce both the external traffic and
the average downloading time. Choffnes et al. [9] proposed Ono, a BitTorrent extension
that leverages a CDN (Content distribution network) infrastructure, which effectively
locates peers that are close to each other. Bindal et al. [10] also examined a novel ap-
proach to enhance BitTorrent traffic locality, namely, biased neighbor selection. Using
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this method, a peer chooses the majority, but not all, of its neighbors from peers within
the same ISP.

Guo et al. [5] revealed that more than 85% of all peers participate in multiple torrents
and noted the peer migration behavior. This migration behavior indicates that some BT
peers have the potential to serve others even when they have already left the swarm.
They proposed an inter-torrent approach through tracker-level collaborations. The main
idea is to build a tracker site overlay for tracker-level collaboration; the peers migrating
between different torrents can then be detected and recovered as potential seeders for the
torrents. Dan et al. [11] further investigated how the separated torrents can be merged
together to improve the performance of an entire torrent. The measurement from Piatek
et al. [12] however found that about 91% of peers in any single swarm do not arise
in any other swarms. This observation seems to contradict the study in [5]; yet this is
mainly due to the difference of their objective as well as their measurement schemes. On
the other hand, the measurement study by Neglia et al. [13] investigated the availability
of BitTorrent system among different tracker configurations. The popularity and the
performance of the multi-tracker configuration [14] was discussed. Their study showed
that around 35% of the torrents enable multi-tracker configurations. Pouwelse et al. [15]
further discussed the relationship between BT trackers and torrents, and examined the
tracker availability across multiple websites, albeit with individual torrents.

It is worth noting that, the studies of content bundling [16] also provide useful in-
sights to understand multiple torrents behavior. A pioneering work from Menasche et
al. [16] studied the content unavailability problem in the BitTorrent system. This study
for the first time proposed a model to analyze the availability and the performance im-
plications of bundling through an extensive measurement. Follow up studies such as
[17] also studied some other aspects for content bundling in BitTorrent systems.

Our work was motivated by these studies; yet we explore the multi-tracker config-
uration across multiple torrents simultaneously, providing a seamless and light-weight
solution to locality in the real BitTorrent system.

3 Pitfalls of BitTorrent Traffic Locality

We extracted a large collection of real torrents as advertised by www.btmon.com, one of
the most popular torrent sites. We developed a script to automatically detect the ’href’
field in each given HTML file and downloaded the metainfo files ending with ’.torrent’,
which resulted in 74, 732 metainfo files. Within our data set, there are 316 bad metainfo
files, 1, 027 unavailable torrents due to tracker failures, and 3, 340 torrents having only
1 peer. We excluded these abnormal torrents, and, to balance accuracy and measurement
overhead, randomly selected 8, 893 out of the 70, 049 normal torrents for our study.

We then ran a modified version of CTorrent (a typical BitTorrent client in FreeBSD)
[18] on the PlanetLab nodes. Different from conventional pure PlanetLab experiments
in which the clients communicate with others within the PlanetLab only, our modified
CTorrent clients actively joined existing torrents in the global Internet and recorded
the observable peer information from the trackers and from other peers over time. As
such, the small set of controlled PlanetLab nodes were able to capture the information
of most peers in the torrents, in particular, their IP addresses. With a maximum of 50
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Fig. 1. Total peer popularity of 2864 ASes
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Fig. 2. Distribution of local clusters
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Fig. 3. Peer distribution of the torrents
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Fig. 4. Single torrent vs. multiple torrents

initial peers from the trackers, we successfully detected the IP addresses of over 95%
peers for most of the torrents.1

Given the IP addresses of the peers, we extracted their corresponding ASes through
the ’whois’ command in Linux. This resulted in 2, 405 distinct ASes, and Figure 1
shows the peer popularity across all torrents in these ASes. We can see that it can
roughly be fitted by an exponential distribution (y = abx, where a = 1.261 × 105,
b = −0.0480); in other words, despite the common belief that BitTorrent is extremely
popular everywhere, a majority of the ASes indeed do not host a noticeable number of
BitTorrent peers, e.g., 65% of them have less than 100 peers across all torrents.

Since the existing locality mechanisms have focused on individual torrents only, it is
important to further investigate the distribution of local clusters, where a local cluster
is the collection of local peers downloading the same content in an AS. Unfortunately,
as shown in Figure 2, even for the very popular ASes, only a few torrents are able to
form large local clusters. As an example, in the most popular AS (AS3352), most of the
torrents (over 95%) have less than 50 peers, even though these torrents are of quite large
client populations (generally more than 500 peers). A close look reveals that the peers of
most torrents are distributed in more than 150 ASes (the big picture of this distribution
is shown in Figure 3), thus unavoidably involving extensive cross-AS communications.

1 This ratio is calculated by comparing the number of detected peers with the total number of
peers as advertised by the tracker of a torrent.
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Such results suggest that a locality mechanism designed exclusively for individual
peers can be ineffective for many of the torrents. In addition, since it only works with
local peers that simultaneously participate in the same torrent; once a peer leaves the
torrent, its downloaded contents will become invisible immediately. Fortunately, recent
studies have revealed that over 85% of the peers indeed remain in the BT system, par-
ticipating in other torrents after their departure [5]. Assume that the trackers can keep
tracking those peers remaining in the system, the available local peers for most torrents
could be increased significantly. Figure 4 validates the potentials of this locality ap-
proach across multiple torrents, where the peer population of most torrents (more than
85%) is tripled after 10 hours.

4 P2P Locality across Multiple Torrent: An Overview

We now proceed with a framework design for exploring P2P locality across multiple
torrents. We particularly focus on the tracker-and-client-based solutions [10], which
rely only on modifications to end-system implementations. These locality solutions
typically replaces the random peer selection by an AS hop count-based metric. Upon
a request, the modified tracker sorts all other peers in the torrent in ascending order of
their AS hop count to the requesting peer, and then sends the prefix of this sorted list
(e.g., first 50 peers) to the requesting peer. The requesting peer would then choose the
majority, but not all, of its neighbors from peers within the same ISP. Typically, 35 peers
within the same ISP (AS hop count 0) can be returned together with 15 other random
peers [10].

For the individual torrent scenario, many neighbor selection approaches have been
proposed [10] [19], which could also be applied in the multiple torrent scenario. The
new challenge, however, is the detection of peer migrations among torrents. That is, if a
peer has finished downloading in a torrent (say torrent 1) and left, but remains in other
torrents,2 how can we detect it, so as to recover the previously downloaded content to

2 For ease of exposition, we will focus on the scenario that the migrating peer remains in only
one another torrent. Our solution however can be easily extended to the scenario that the peer
remains in more than one torrent.
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facilitate the locality for the remaining peers in torrent 1? This is illustrated in Figure 5,
where peer x leaves torrent 1, but remains in torrent 2. If this migration can be detected,
peer x can still serve as a potential seeder for torrent 1, which will greatly promote the
locality for the peers in AS1.

It is easy to see that there are two challenges in this design: First, this solution may
need a tracker overlay for tracker-to-peer and tracker-to-tracker communications; in
particular, adding extra collaboration among the trackers to trace the migration of peer
x [5]. Unfortunately, besides the overheads, enforcing communications between the
public trackers can be quite difficult. Second, as shown in Figure 5, since peer x is no
longer interested in torrent 1, it is hard to guarantee that this peer will have enough
incentive and online time to seed the content again for others. To address these chal-
lenges, we will explore the detecting of peer migration as well as the incentive issues in
the remaining sections.

5 Detecting Peer Migration with Shared Trackers

In this section, we will consider the migration detection with shared trackers. Assume
torrent 1 and torrent 2 are both managed by tracker A; any peer migrating between
these two torrents can simply be detected by tracker A without communication to other
trackers. While this seems to be an ideal case, we now show that it indeed exists and is
not uncommon.

Our observation starts from the fact that the latest BitTorrent metainfo file can in-
clude multiple tracker sites stored in the announce-list section [14]. This multi-tracker
configuration allows peers to connect to more than one tracker at the same time, which
brings two tangible benefits: (1) better accommodates tracker failures; and (2) balances
load among the trackers. Figure 6 offers an example with the multi-tracker configura-
tion, where torrent 1 is managed by both trackers A and B, and torrent 2 is managed
both by tracker B and C. In this case, if there is a BT peer x migrating from torrent
1 to torrent 2, tracker B will receive the arrival message of peer x twice with different
content identifications (one arrival message for each torrent). Therefore, tracker B can
actually be aware of any peer migration between torrent 1 and torrent 2 without any
tracker-level collaboration.

The question now becomes (1) how popular is the multi-tracker configuration in the
real world? and (2) how many migrations can be detected by this configuration in prac-
tice? To answer the first question, we consider all the 1192 trackers in our measurement.
We record the announce-list of the torrents in our dataset, and show the cumulative dis-
tribution of the trackers that have been used in Figure 7. It indicates that more than 90%
torrents have specified at least two trackers, and a few torrents even have announce-lists
of multi-hundred trackers. This is much higher than an earlier measurement in 2007 [13]
(observed multi-trackers in 35% of the torrents), and thus suggests the multi-tracker
configuration has been quickly recognized and deployed in the BitTorrent community.

To answer the second question, we model the relationships among different torrents
as two n × n matrixes, M1 and M2, where n is the number of torrents in the whole
system. Each component of M1, M i,j

1 is of a binary value, indicating whether torrents
i and j have at least one common tracker (1-Yes, 0-No); similarly, each component of
M2, M i,j

2 indicates whether torrents i and j share at least one migrating peer.
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It is easy to verify that a dot product between these two matrixes, M3 = M1 · M2,
gives the detectable migrations by the shared tracker approach. Specifically, M i,j

3 = 0
indicates that peer migrations between torrent i and j are either undetectable or do not
exist at all; otherwise, the migrations between these two torrents will be detected even
when M2(i, j) > 1. In our measured data, matrix M3 has 2538 non-zero entities, where
M2 has 5707. Therefore, the peer migrations among about 45% torrents can be detected
with shared trackers.

Once detected, the shared tracker can then use the biased neighbor selection [10]
to improve the P2P locality. It may also forward the migration information to other
trackers; however, this collaboration is not compulsory in our framework.

6 Performance Evaluation

We now evaluate the performance of our framework design in the multiple torrent envi-
ronment. We also compare it with other state-of-the-art locality solutions; in particular,
the biased neighbor selection for individual torrents [10][19]. To achieve a fair compari-
son and also to examine the diverse factors that would affect their performance, we also
use the discrete-event BitTorrent simulator developed by Stanford University [20] as
[10] did; we summarize the key network settings as follows (more configuration details
can be found in [10]):
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Fig. 9. Percentage of cross-AS traffic (a large
torrent with 600 initial peers)

All peers inside the ISPs are modeled after cable modem and DSL nodes, and
have asymmetric upload/download bandwidth. The upload bandwidth of these peers is
100kbps and downloading bandwidth is 1Mbps. Considering the peer arrival/departure,
most peers are joining the network at once, i.e. the flash crowd scenario. We focus on
this feature since it is the most challenging for ISPs to handle. For each torrent, there is
one original seeder that will always stay online (with 400Kbps uplink bandwidth), and
other peers (except for the migrating peers) will leave the BT network forever as soon
as they finish downloading. This is in accordance with the measurements because only
85% peers are participating in multiple torrents.

For the multiple torrent scenario, we assume that 1000 peer migrations occur during
a 48-hour simulation, which is consistent with the data in Figure 4. We then evaluate the
locality performance with different peer distributions and migration detection rate. The
downloaded content of detected peers will be recovered for locality. These extra peers
however will not simply serve as selfless seeders, but rather normal peers that expect
data, albeit from other related torrents through a cross-torrent credit approach [21].
This will eliminate biases related to seeding incentives, which has been discussed in
section 6.

We will focus on two metrics: cross-AS traffic and downloading completion time of
peers, which reflect the potential benefit and impact of P2P locality, respectively.

We first calculate the percentage of the cross-AS traffic over the total download-
ing/uploading traffic of the peers in different torrents in the multiple torrent environ-
ment. Figures 8 and 9 show the results of two typical torrents. The first is a relatively
small torrent with 100 initial peers, and the second is a large torrent with 600 initial
peers. With regular unmodified trackers, we can see that the cross-AS traffic is quite
high (over 95%) when the peers are uniformly distributed among the ASes; for the
exponential peer distribution, the cross-ASes traffic is relatively lower, implying that
certain peer localities have been naturally utilized. Even though this exponential peer
distribution is more realistic as validated in our earlier measurement (Fig. 1 and 2), the
regular trackers do not take full advantage of the localities, and hence the cross-AS traf-
fic remains high (around 80%). On the other hand, the biased tracker design prioritizes
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local peers for sharing, which, as shown in Figures 8 and 9, significantly reduces the
cross-AS traffic. This is particularly true for larger torrents that enable more opportuni-
ties for local connections.

Note that, when the detection rate is 0, the multiple torrent setting degenerates to
a single torrent setting with no previously downloaded content being recovered from
migrating peers. In this case, the cross-AS traffic is the highest in the figures. With
biased trackers, the percentage of cross-AS traffic is also decreasing with the increase
of migration detection rate. This suggests that the combination of locality and multiple
torrent is quite effective in reducing cross-AS traffic. Recall that, for detection with
shared tracker only, we have a success rate of 45% (see Section V), which translates
into percentages of cross-AS traffic of roughly 50% and 35% for the 100-peer and 600-
peer torrents, respectively. Even for uniform peer distribution, the traffic reduction is
still remarkable, suggesting the necessity for exploring locality.

We next examine whether the re-shaping of the traffic will affect user experience;
in particular, whether it will slow down the peer completion time. Figures 10 to 13
present the cumulative distribution of the downloading completion time with different
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peer distributions and torrent-tracker combinations. In the figures, we use M-torrent
and S-torrent to represent the multiple-torrent-based and single-torrent-based solutions,
respectively (the percentage values refer to the possible detection rate of peers’ migra-
tion behavior). We show the results of the larger torrent with 600 peers, and we have
observed similar curves for torrents of other sizes.

We first look at the case of peers uniformly distributed among ASes, as shown in
Figures 10. Surprisingly, although no extra peers will serve as selfless seeders, the
downloading completion time of the peers is still improved by the multiple torrent
approach. Moreover, as shown in Figures 11, all peers will finish their downloading
within 2700sec in the individual locality torrent; this completion time will be further
improved to 2100sec with the proposed multiple torrent based locality. Note that the
peers are assumed to be uniformly distributed among different ASes, all ASes therefore
have enough local resources to utilize. Intuitively, potential benefits can be obtained by
accessing these local peers.

However, for the exponential peer distribution (a more realistic case yet seldom been
discussed in the previous studies), the downloading completion times of most peers are
increased as shown in Figures 12. In particular, if the peers are connected to regular
trackers, the multiple torrent based approach will slow down the downloading comple-
tion time of all peers significantly. The peers’ downloading completion time is almost
doubled when the detection rate reaches to 100%. This result shows that the exponential
peer distribution across the ASes will potentially reduce peers’ downloading experience
with an increase of torrents’ population. An intuitive explanation is that the flash crowd
of peers as well as the trackers’ random peer selection will put more pressure to the
cross-ISP links and unavailable cause link overload (especially for the most popular
ASes). Moreover, we have also observed that a great number of peers in the most pop-
ular ASes have very close downloading completion time (also leave the BT networks
at similar time). Their departure will also reduce downloading performance of other
peers in the BitTorrent system. Fortunately, as shown in Figure 13, the biased trackers
can well address such a problem and peers’ completion times only slightly increase.
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Note that, to clarify the possible degradation of the downloading performance, we have
ignored the first quartile (25th percentile) of the CDF where the lines are too close to
each other.

For easy comparison, we also show the completion times of the four typical torrent-
tracker combinations in Figure 14, where the peers are sorted in ascending order of their
downloading completion time (the detection rate of M-torrent is set to 100%). It clearly
shows that the combination of locality and multiple torrent will minimize the impact to
the peer downloading experiences.

7 Conclusions

In this paper, we proposed a novel framework that traces and extracts the available con-
tents at peers across multiple torrents, thus effectively improving the locality. A series
of key design issues are addressed in this framework; in particular, we discussed the
detection of peer migration and further explored the trends of sharing incentive. We
developed a smart detection mechanism with shared trackers, which incurs no extra
communication overhead. The performance of our framework was evaluated through
extensive trace-driven simulations. Compared to the locality for individual torrents, our
solution has successfully promoted the local content availability, thus significantly re-
ducing cross-AS traffic and yet keeping minimal impact to peers’ downloading experi-
ences.
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